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This repor t  deta i ls  the work carr ied out  to  re-evaluate and check rhe
areal  reduct ion facCors conta ined in the Flood Studies Reporr .  Di f ferent
def in i t ions and melhods are descr ibed and d iscussed.  FoI to! , , tng th is
ar.eal and potnt rainfalls for various durations and United Kinqdom
Iocatlons are calculated which permit a direct estirate of ARF as rhe
ratio of areal to point rainfall of the salle return period. cood
general agresnent iras found with the Flood Studies values at noderace
return periods but a tendency to overestimate sLighlly at long retur:n
per iods.  The evidence for  locat ional  d i f fer .ences in  ARF vas
inconclus ive.  Suggest ions are maale for  fur ther  research and data
requirenents.  The repor t  incfudes a fu l l  account  of  the theory and the
data handl ing procedures for  which computer  prograns are g lven,I
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volume I1 of the Flood Studies Report matural Environment Research 
Council, 19751 presents data for the estfmation of rainfall depths 
corresponding to given durations and return periods for any p o i n t  in 
the United Kingdom. Since engineering and hydrological applications 
of these data are usually concerned with volumes or average depths of 
rainfall over various areas rather than w i t h  depths at particular 
p o i n t s ,  the Report also provides for conversion of p i n t  to areal 
values using "areal reduction factorsw. Thlts conversion procedure may 
be expressed simply by: 
where Ra = average rainfall depth over the area for t h e  
given duration and return period, 
R = mean of po in t  r a i n f a l l  values w i t h i n  the  same 
P area for  t he  same duration and r e t u r n  
period , 
ARF = areal reduction factor, varying with the 
duration and size of area. 
The recommended values of ARF are tabulated in the Report for areas up 
to 30,000 km2 and durations up to 2 5  days. A subset of these data is 
a l s o  published in graphical form and is reproduced in the  present study 
in Figure  1. 
It is assumed that ARF is approximately constant for  a11 return periods 
and a l l  parts of the United Kingdom but the validity of this assumption 
i s  not completely certain, as suggested in discussion at the 1975 Flood 
Studies Conference (proceedings published Ply E n s t i t u t i o n  o f  Civil 
Engineers, May 1975). In the same discussion the method used for 
deriving the  recommended values of ARF was questioned and also cer ta in  
doubts were raised a b u t  the physical interpretation of ARF in 
ra infa l l  frequency estimation. These expressions of concern have 
prompt4 fu r ther  studies of the topic, some of which are reported in 
the present study. 
2. INTERPRJ3TATXOM AND DERTVATTON OF ARF 
The concept of an areal reduction factor in c a t c h e n t  rainfall studies 
has been widely accepted and applied i n  various countries of the world 
for  several decades (see, for  example, tinsley, Kohler and Paulhus, 
FIGURE: 1 Areal reduction factor from Flood Studies Report 
1949t Roche, 19631. In the  United Kingdom prior  to the Flood Studies 
Report, values of ART? were derived by Holland 0.9671 for a small range 
of areas and durations. Some deta i led  studies of both practical and 
theoretical. aspects of the topic have been made in the United States, 
for  example by the United S t a t e s  Weather Bureau [1960), S m i t h  (19741 
and Rodriguez-Iturbe and M e j  ia (1974) . 
As explained by Hershfield (1962),  two types of ARF are recognised in 
the United States, viz storm-centred and fixed-area. Storm-centred 
values are used mainly for converting poin t  estimates of probable 
maximum precipi ta t ion PMPI to areal estimates, but are not recornended 
for frequency estimates, ie. when a definite  return period is involved 
(United States Weather Bureau, 1960). For the latter purgoses fixed- 
area ARFs are used, and therefore these are t he  type of ARF implied by 
Equa t ion  (11 and present& in t h e  Flood Studies  Report. The basic 
differences between the two types of ARF may be seen in their different 
methods of derivation as described Below. 
Storm-centred ARFs are calculated for  individual  rainfall events from 
the ratio R /R where: 1 2  
R~ 
= maximurn areal r a i n f a l l  w i t h i n  the  storm zone for the given 
area and duratfon, 
RZ 
= maximum point rainfall within the same storm for the same 
duration.  
In general ,  the location of the given area f o r  ca lcula t ion of R is 
1 determined by the  isohyetal pa t t e rn  and varies from storm to storm. 
The area is usually selected so that it is centred around the highest 
rainfall, R , i ts  boundaries corresponding with a particular isohyet 
as shown inZfigure 2 which i l lustrates  the procedure. 
Average values of storm-centred ARF have been derived on a regional 
basis by the U.S. Weather Bureau from major storm data for North 
America (~ersh f i e ld ,  19621. An i n d i c a t i o n  of t h e  range of these values 
for a d u r a t i o n  of 24 hours  is given in Figure 3. 
The fixed-area ARFs used in the  Uni t ed  S t a t e s  were derived o r i g i n a l l y  
f r o m  10 to 15 years of data in a number of areas with high densities 
of rainfall stations (U,S.  Weather Bureau, 19581 Rodriguez-Iturbe and 
Mej id, 1974 1 . In the method of derivation, which is illustrated in 
Figuxe 4 ,  it was assumed that the required ARFs were independent of 
return period and equal to the ratio Ft3/R4 w h e r e :  
R3 
= mean of annual  maximum areal values for t he  given duration 
and area, 
1. For each duratFon and storm wmt p l o t  isohyetal nap [a) 
2 .  P l a n i m e t e r  area within each i sohyet  to draw rain area curve (b) 
3. Interpolate to area of in terest  and ca lculate  average rain w i t h  
' t h e  i s o h y e t  R 1 This i s  given as the average rain ordinate between the origin 
and area of i n t e r e s t .  
-- 4 .  Calcu la te  event ARF' = R1/R2. Average over many events to give i? /A 1 2  
FIGURE 2 Derivation of storm centred ARF 
FIGURE 3 comparison of UK and US Areal Reduction Factwa 
P,, p, atc an 
r r p - t h k  m 
1. For each day of record calculate the average areal r a i n f a l l  ra. 
U s e  etther iaohyets 4 r - w r + w2rp2 + etc where w i s  a 
a 1 pl 
Thiessen weight. 
2 .  Extrac t  the annual maximum values of r a , = R a  (1) in year I, R, I Z o )  
in year 2 etC. up to R a I I l  in year N. 
3. Mean annual areal rainfall maximum R3=fRall)/~ 
4 .  From the remtds of raingauqe P e x t r a c t  the annual maximum 
1 
values, Upl ( 1 )  in year I, Rpl (2 )  in year 2 up to Rpl  (Nl in year N. 
5 .  Mean annual rainfal l  m a x h w  ipl = p p l  (i)/N. 
6 .  R@peat for p 2 8  p3 etc and calculate Ep2,  R P ~ .  Note that there is no 
rwirment  for the days on which the maxkaa occur to mincide. 
7 .  Calculate areal auerqe  of the mint mean annual ra in fa l l s ,  
+ 
R = wlRpl t w2Rp2 4 etc. 4 
8 .  h w  = R ~ / R ~  
9. ~ e ~ e a t  for other durations. 
FIGURE 4 Derivation of Fixed Area ARF 
R4 
= mean of annual maximum point values for the same duration, 
and for a number of p i n t s  within the same area. 
As regional  va r ia t ions  in the r a t i o  were generally less than f i ve  per 
c e n t ,  the same set of values was adopt4  for the whole of the United 
States. In most cases these are higher than t he  storm-centred ARFs, 
as exemplified by the comparison of 24-hour values shorn in Figure 3 .  
A l s o  shown in Figure 3 are the 24-hour fixed-area ARE'S for t he  United 
Kingdom as given in the Flood Studies R e p o r t ,  and which differ only 
s l i g h t l y  from the United States  values. In the derivation of the 
Flood Studies ARFs, which is i l l u s t r a t d  in Figure 5 ,  it was assumed 
that they are equal to t he  means of many sample values of the ratio 
R /R where: 5 6 
R5 
= xainfall at any p i n t  within t he  given area dur ing  the 
period of the annual maximum areal rainfall, 
R6 = annual  maximum rainfall for t h e  same p o i n t  and for  the  
same d u r a t i o n  and year as R 5 ' 
As there was no s ignif icant  correla t ion between t he  ratios and R6 it 
was assumed that ARF is independent of return period. An absence of 
distinct regional variations and close similarity to the United States 
values both supported the additional assumption t h a t  ARF ,does not vary 
much with geographical location. 
Fixed-area ARFs are riot directly re la ted  to the  ratios of area to p o i n t  
rainfall in any individual recorded storm nor in any hypothetical design 
storm. Their conceptual significance is therefore n o t  immediately 
obvious, being more statfstical than physical. Perhaps t h e  most luc id  
practical interpretation is in terms of point and areal frequency 
curves as shown in Figure 6. Here, fixed-area ARF is simply the ratio 
between areal and point rainfall with the same return period. Attempts 
to interpret  it d i r ec t l y  in terms of the characteristics of particular 
storms commonly result in its confusion w i t h  storm-centred ARFs and 
w i t h  other parameters largely irrelevant to rainfall frequency 
estimation. Misconceptions of this type are clearly evident in some of 
t he  previously mentioned crit icisms of the Flood Studies Report at the 
Flood Studies Conference ( I n s t i t u t f o n  of civil Engineers, 1975). 
Nevertheless, the derivation methods adopted by koth  the  U.S. Weather 
Bureau and the United Kingdom Flood Studies group provide only i n d i r e c t  
estimates of fixed-area ARE', the validity of which appears to depend on 
some assumptions not thoroughly tested. A less equivocal method would 
be to derive the values d i r e c t l y  from the appropriate areal and po in t  
frequency distributions as suggested by Figure 6. Any tendency for 
ARF to vary with return period should be clearly revealed by t h i s  method, 
whereas the other methods tend to obscure such variations because of 
t h e i r  pooling of the data. 
Possible reasons why ARFs have not been derived from frequency curves 
in past studies are (a1 the considerable computational effort required, 
and Cb) the expectation of large sampling errors due to the  relative 
brevity of most records syktable for estimates of areal ra in ta l l .  There 
is no doubt that ra infa l l  frequency e s t h a t e s  from brief records are 
inaccurate but th i s  does n o t  necessarily result in large sampling errors 
in ARF because of t he  high degree of positive correla t ion between point 
and areal rainfall. Thus, if the observed point ra infa l l  from a sample 
of data fo r  a given return period tended to be, for  example, higher 
than the population value, then the corresponding areal rainfall would 
also tend to be higher and therefore the ratio between the two should 
still be close to the correct value. Direct derivation of ARF from 
frequency curves has been adopted in the present study and it w i l l  be 
shown in Section 5 that the  associated sampling errors are not 
excessive. 
1. For each day o f  interest wi th in  the  record calculate the average areal 
r a i n f a l l ,  ra. 
2 .  Ex t rac t  t h e  annual maximum value and note the day on which it occurred. 
3 .  ' Note the  po in t  rainfal l  values f o r  that same day, =R5 ( p l ) ,  R (p 1 ,  
R, (g.1 etc. 5 2 
2 -  - 4 .  For $he  same year extract the m a x i m u m  p i n t  rainfalls,at each point, 
some cases R and R will coinc ide ,  while in 5 6 
5 .  FOP e a c h u p i n t  and yearJcaiculate R5/R6. RRF is grand average over po in t s  
and, years. 
6. Repeat for other durations. 
FIGURE 5 Derivation of Flood Studies Report ARF 
FIGURE 6 
Return mriod (years) 
Interpretation of Areal Reduction Factor 
It was decided to t e s t  the 24-hour ARF values of the  Flood Studies 
Report w i t h  samples of data from a set of records designated Bri t i sh  
RainfaZZ Data held by the Pnatitute of Hydrology on magnetic tape. 
These records had been assembled by the Meteorological O f f i c e  and 
consisted of daily rainfall observations at s o m e  14000 stations in the 
United Kingdom fo r  the 14-year period 1961 to 1974. 
For the analys is  of areal rainfalls using the above data, nine 
circular areas of 1- km2 w e r e  selected at t h e  locations indicated by 
the numbers 1 to 9 in Figure 7.  These were selected so that (a) the 
general range of meteorological condi t ions  in the United ~ingdom was 
sampled, and Cb1 each area contained at least12 rainfall  s ta t ions  
w i t h  reasonably complete records. The objective was to derive frequency 
curves of areal. and average (or representative] point r a i n f a l l  for each 
circular area to permit estimation of 24-hour aRFs as shown in 
Figure 6. 
3.1 Determination of Areal R a i n f a l l  Frequency Curves 
Before areal rainfall frequency curves could be derived it was 
necessary to calculate mean r a in fa l l  depths within  the c i rcular  areas 
{representing total volumes of rainfall on each areal for every day of 
t he  14-year xecord. S t a t i s t i c a l  analyses of these d a i l y  areal values 
were then made in essentially the same way as p i n t  r a i n f a l l s  are 
usually analysed to derive p o i n t  frequency curves. 
Several methods of calculating mean areal r a i n f a l l  depths w e r e  
considered, including Thiessen polygons and various txend surface 
analyses (Rainbird, 1967; Mandeville and Rodda, 1970; Lee, Lynn and 
Shaw, 1974). The adopted method consisted of dividing the stations in 
each sample area i n to  between three  and seven groups so that equal 
Theissen polygons could be constructed around the group centres of 
gravity. A modified Thiessen weighting of l/nN was assigned to each 
s t a t i o n ,  where n = number of s t a t i o n s  in group (varying because of 
incomplete records at some s t a t i ons ] ,  and N = number of groups in 
sample area (constant for entire period of recordsl. This rnethod of 
calculating areal rainfalls was found to have certain computational 
advantages over the normal Thiessen method and gave virtually the 
same estimates. 
The da i ly  areal r a in fa l l s  from the a b v e  calculat ions  were ranked to 
give the 20 highest values for each sample area. Any of these values 
in the same storm period (defined as a period o f  consecutive days 
with rain) were considered non-independent and therefore only the 
maximum daily r a i n f a l l  in each storm period was used. Following the 
recommendations of Alexander U9701, the rainfalls selectea by this 
procedure were regarded as a partial  duration or peaks-over-threshold 
(POT) series with an exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  The corresponding 
frequency curves may be expressed by: 
T = T exp [(x - X~I/B] 
0 
or  t he  equivalent: 
x = B log (T/\) + xq 
e 
where : x = rainfall, 
T = return period o f  x ,  ie. the average period in 
years between values equal to, or greater than x, 
x = base or selected minimum value of x ,  
0 
To = re turn period of x 
0 
B = slope parameter of distribution [theoretically equal 
to the standard deviation of the popul.at.ion1. 
For a l l  sample areas x was selected to have a return period (T ) of 
1 . 5  years because smal? systmatic departures from the wponentPal 
distribution w e r e  observed for shorter return periods. Also, rainfalls 
w i t h  shorter retuxn periods are usually of less practical interest. 
~ e r i v a t i o n  of t h e  areal rainfall frequency curves was therefore a 
matter of evaluating the parameters x and B for each sample area. 
  his was done by the maximum l i k e l i h &  method described in Vol I of 
the Flood Studies Report which uses the equations: 
where: 2 ~ n 8 ~ a r e m a x b m l f R e l t h o o d e s t i m a t e s o f x  a n d B  
0 
respectively, 0 
N = size of sample C=9 for 14 years of data and 
- To = 1.5 years), 
x .= average of sample values, 
x = lowest value in sample 1 
Substitution of the appropriate values of x , B and T i n  Equation 13) 
thus provided estimates of areal ralnfnl l  fgr any specified return 
period. In particular, the 2,  5 ,  10 and 20-year rainfalls were 
estfmated i n  this manner and their values are listed in Table 1. 
Frequency curves corresponding to Equation (31 and the derived values 
of x and B are plotted graphically in Appendix A for each area. 
On tRe same diagrams are tabulated the ranked rainfall= which are also 
plotted graphically according tb the Gringorten formula, as recommended 
in Vol I of the F l m d  Studies Report. These points provide viaual 
checks on the accuracy of the frequency calculations and they also 
verify that the expnential  distribution is appropriate for the ranges 
of values considered. 
Table 1 Areal rainfalls from frequency curves for areas 1 to 9 
69 10 77 13 ~ ~ l n f a l l m u m t n m n .  
49 7 55 9 
42 6 47 8 8.s, - Standard wror 
53 9 61 13 (caleuLatd frm -tion (8) 1 
38 6 13 7 
60 9 6a 12 
17 7 52 9 
76 I1 66 1 5  
48 4 31 6 
3 .2 Determinat ion of Average P o i n t  W i n f  all Frequency Curves 
For t he  derivation of average p o i n t  frequency curves it was necessary 
to obtain the 20 highest daily ra infa l l s  for every stat ion with 12 or 
more years of data. A s  in the case of areal ra infa l l s ,  only the 
m a x i m u m  value f r o m  each storm period was included to ensure independence. 
Sta t i s t i ca l  analyses of t h e  ranked rainfalls could have been made to 
derive separate frequency curves far each s t a t i on  in a sample area, 
and an appropriately weighted average of these curves would have 
provided the required average p o i n t  frequency curve for the area. 
However ,  a computationally simpler but numerically equivalent procedure 
was adopted. This procedure made use of the fact t h a t  the same 
theoretical return period and plotting position applies to all values 
of t h e  same rank. The weighted average point  value was calculated for  
each rank and each area, the weightings being determined by the  same 
modified Thiessen method used for  estimating areal ra infaLls .  Small 
adjustments w e r e  made to the r a i n f a l l  values of stations with less than 
14 years of data to interpolate them to the standard set of plot t ing 
positions. 
The ranked average p o i n t  rainfalls for each area were given a similar 
statistical treatment to the ranked areal r a i n f a l l s .  Exponential 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  were assumed and t h e i r  parameters were estimated by 
Equations ( 4 )  and 15), as  described i n  Section 3 . 1 ,  The resulting 2 ,  
5, 10 and 20-year values of point  ra infa l l  for each area are l i s t e d  in 
Table 2, and the  corresponding frequency curves are plotted on the same 
diagrams a s  the areal rainfall frequency curves in Appendix A. 
Computer programmes were formulated for  extracting the d a i l y  rainfalls 
from t h e  B r i t i s h  Rainfall Data magnetic tape, and f o r  performing the 
above calculations for both areal and point rainfall. Copies of these 
are given in Appendix 11, 
Table 2 Point  ra infa l l s  from frequency curves for areas 1 to 9 
SAHPLE 2-YEAR R.P. 5-YPbR R.P. 10-YEW R.P. 20-YEAR R.P,  
AREA RAIWRZL S.E. RAINFALL 5 . E .  RAIWW S . E .  RAINFALL S . E .  
7 5  6 05 7 Rainfalls arm i n  ~ u m .  
55 4 61 5 S.E. = Standard error 
4 B  4 53 5 Icalculated from wuation 181) 
59 5 68 6 
46 4 52 4 
70 6 80 7 
5d 4 63 5 
40 7 103 9 
59  5 65 5 
3 . 3  Est imat ion  of ARF 
The requird values.of ARF were calculated d i r ec t l y  from corresponding 
rainfal ls  in Tables 1 and 2, ie, from areal and average p o i n t  ra infa l l s  
having t h e  same r e t u r n  period. The resulting ARFs range from 0.80 to 
0.95 with a mean of 0.88 as  shown i n  Table 3.  The Flood Studies AM' 
for  t h e  same dura t ion  and area is 0.89 [see Table 4),  indicating a 
reasonable agreement, 
T a b l e  3 ARF calculated from values in T a b l e s  1 and 2 
SIWPLC 2-YEAR R . P .  5 - Y W  R . P .  10-YEhR A,?.  20-YIElrA I.?. 
AREA RRF 8.E. ARP S . E .  AW 8 . E .  h W  8.E. 
- 0 4  .93 .OK .92 -08 .91 .LO 
.04 .92 .05 .90 .07 -89  -10 S.E. r SLMdnrd error 
. .a9 ' .06 .89 .rrEl .89 .09 (calculatd from muation (91) 
-06 .$O .08 .90 .10 .90 .13 
,OS .88 .05 .86 .07 .82 .09 
.W .88 .07 .86 .09 .05 .11 .mean 5.E.  vraa calculatd  frm; 
.W .87 .06 .86 .08 .B2 -10 
.04 .85 .D6 .84 -08 .84 .I1 J =  
.# -84 -05  .81 -05 .00  -05 
EXP- ARP FROM P.S.R. - -89 ALL ARBliS 
Table 4 ARF from Flood Studies  Report 
REF No. AIW W T I O I I  IXI OF VAR8 Cg W.? in 
[FIG 71 UlCATION b2 hr P 6TATIOHS RECORD P.8.R. 
1 Scottish nighlands lax) 24 24 14 0 .89  
2 Abordemn lMXl 24 1 4  14 0.89 
3 Newastie-Kexhaa 1- 24 19 14 0.89 
4 Belfast 10M) 24 3 5  14 0.89 
5 mruich 1- 24 31 14 0.89 
6 Plymouth 1- 24 31 14 0.89 
7 Grandon Underwood loin 24 37 1 4  0.89 
8 Plynlimon lDMl 24 25 14 0.89 
9 ~ l v e r  D m  1- 24 31 1 4  0.89 
10 Surrey 10M) 1 1 2  8 12 0.61. 0 . 7 2  
11 surrey 100 1 e 2 3 12 0.79, 0.04 
12 C h i l t e r n l  8[XXI 1 b 2  14 9 0.46, 0 .57  
13 Grrenwfch 1M) 2 9 ' 8  0.84 
14 Grsrdon Under- 20 1 3 12 0.88  
15 ~Lynl imon a0 1 3 7 0.88 
It would have been desirable to evaluate the I-hour and 2-hour ARFs 
f r o m  as wide a range of geographical locations as was used for the  
24-hour ARFs. unfo r tuna te ly  t h i s  w a s  not possible because t h e  only 
c losely  spaced networks of recording raingauges with suitable lengths 
of record appeared to be in southern England and i n  Wales. 
Annual maximum 1-hour and 2-hour r a i n f a l l s  were obtained from the 
Meteorological Office for  a number of stations centred around the 
C h i l t e r n s  and in Surrey with records varying i n  length from 9 to  1 2  
years. Although some of these data were also used in the derivation of 
the  original  Flood Studies W s  it was still considered des i rab le  t o  
include them i n  the present study because the completely different  
method of derivation would not  necessarily r e s u l t  i n  the same values of 
ARF. The: Chil terns  and Surrey data permitted t h e  estimation of average 
point and areal frequency curves for areas of LOO, 1000 and 8MX) b2, 
t h e  locat ions  of which are  Shown in Figure 7. 
In t h e  estimation of  t h e  C h i l t e r n s  and Surrey frequency curves, the 
procedure fox obtaining ranked areal and average p o i n t  rainfalls was 
the  same as that for t he  24-hour rainfalls. However, it was necessary 
to assume a different form of frequency distribution, v i z  the extreme 
value type I or G u m b e l  distribution, since the ranked values were annual 
maxima rather than pa r t i a l  duration series, Maxhwn likelihood estimates 
of the distribution parameters  were made with the equations given i n  
Section I. 1.3.4 of the Flood Studies Report which are more complex than 
Equations (4) and (5) . Average p i n t  and areal r a i n f a l l s  and corresponding 
ARFs  were t hen  c a l c u l a t e d  for  return periods of 2.54, 5.52, 10.51 and 
20.5 years respectively, based on a theore t ica l  re la t ionsh ip  between the 
two series suggested by Langbein (1949) , The resulting r a i n f a l l s  and 
ARFs were therefore  c o n s i s t e n t  with the  2 ,  5, 10 and 20-year values 
derived fo r  other areas. They are listed in Tables 5, 6 and 7.  
A considerable amount of short-duration r a i n f a l l  data has been collected 
by the Greater London Council and should prove valuable for  future 
studies of rainfall in the Mndon area, L i t t l e  use was made of this 
information i n  the present s tudy  because la1 it was s t i l l  being processed 
and insuf f ic ien t  time was available for extract ion of the raw data, and 
Ibl the area was close t o  the chi l te rns  and Surrey districts fo r  which 
data had already been obtained as desc~ibed previously. However, the 
Council  made avai lable  a number o f  isohyetal maps and other records 
which provided reasonable estimates of a l l  impor tan t  2-hour r a i n f a l l s  
i n  a 100 ?an2 area near G r e e n w i c h  for  the  8-year period to June, 1976. 
Average point and areal frequency curves were derived from these data 
by the procedure described i n  Section 3, except that areal rainfalls 
were estimated by t h e  isohyetal method {planimetric measurement of 
areas between isohyetsl rather than by the modified Thiessen method. 
Again, t h e  resulting 2, 5, 10, and 20-year rainfalls and corresponding 
ARFs  are l i s t e d  i n  Tables 5, 6 and 7 .  
T a b l e  5 Areal rainfalls from frequency curves for areas 10 to 15 
SRkPLE DUPATION *"- 5-nSAP. R.P.  lO-Yi?.hR R.P. 20-YEAR R.P, 
NOTES 
AXFA ' m S l  WfMFAU s - E ,  RRIWALI, 8.E. M m  S.E. RILIHPW S . $ .  
13 4 14 2 
18 3 20 3 
15 2 L 7 3 Sae Tables 1 and 2 
22 3 25 4 
10 3 L1 4 
16 3 18 4 
26 B 32 10 
13 2 1 5  3 
19 4 a2 s 
Table 6 Point rainfa l l s  from Ereguency c u v e s  for areas 10 to 15 
2 2  6 
34 7 
30 7 See Tables 1 and 2 
3 3 6 
2s 9 
31 8 
36 12 
18 4 
26 6 
Table 7 ARF calculated from values in ~ a b l e s  5 and 6 
2-YBRR R . P .  5-YEAR R.P. 1 0 - m  R.P.  lO- ' IWS R . P .  W* F.S.R. SAldPLE DURATION 
APF ARP 
RRER lM16) RRF S.E. ARF S.E. ARF S.E. A W  S.E. 
" MeRN APF ,* mhN OF 2 ,  5, 10 and 20 9JSR VALUES 
The remaining rainfall and ARF values in Tables 5, 6 and 7 were 
calculated from the Grendon Underwood and Plynlimon experhental 
catchnent data collected by t h e  Institute of Hydxelogy, In these cases 
the two 20 lon2 circular  areas were positioned around t he  rain gauges 
so t h a t  equal Thiessen weightings applied ta a l l  gauges. Otherwise 
t h e  computations were essentially the same as fo r  t he  24-hour ARFs a s  
described in Sect ion  3 .  
Graphical plots of a l l  the above I-hour and 2-hour frequency curves 
are included i n  Appendix A .  Tables on the same diagram l is t  the 
ranked areal and p o i n t  r a in fa l l s  and other relevant information. 
5. ESTIMATION OF SA?WLING ERRORS 
Tables 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 list estimated standard errors for  the 
calculated rainfall and ARF values. En the determination of these 
errors it was assumed that the major source of uncertainty is due to 
limited sample sizes,  ie. t o  the necessarily f i n i t e  records used for 
estimating point  and areal rainfall frequencies. Other errors sueh as 
those due to spatial  sampling and measurement inaccuracies were regarded 
as either insignificant or mutually compensating. 
T h e  t abu la t ed  standard errors were estimated by the principles described 
in Sect ion  1.4 of t h e  Flood Studies Report from which it may be shown 
tha t  the  sampling distributions of parameters B and x i n  the 
exponential d i s t r i b u t i o n  have variances given by: o 
h 
var B = B~ IrJ + 11 
2 
IN - 11 
and 
var Go = B~ ( N ~  - 2~~ + 2N + 1) 
N~ m - 1 1  2 
But  t h e  form of t h e  exponential distribution is sueh that  
9 = P + slog, ~ T / T ~ I  
0 
2 
. '. var 2 = var % + (log,(T/T 1) var (essuminy 2 and 
0 
B are indeEendent) 
N~ - N+2+ (N-1) (lage (T/To) ) 
.'. var S = B 
2 N (N-1 1 
w h e r e  2 = estimated point or areal rainfall corresponding 
to a particular return period; 
other symbols are the same a s  for Equations (4 1 and 15) . 
Equat ion (8) was used to estimate the variances of point and areal 
ra in fa l l s ,  and the square roots of these variances are the standard 
errors listed i n  Tables 1, 2, 5 and 6 .  
Reverting to t h e  symbols R for t h e  average point rainfall  and Ra for  Q corresponding areal r a i n f a  1 ,  the variances of ARF may be expressed 
in terms o f  the rainfall  variances as  follows: 
(see Kendall and Stuart, 1961) 
The covariance of Ra and R may be calculated from their correlation 
coeff ic ient  r by : P 
cov , R = rJvar R~ var R b . . . . . (10) P 
Appropriate values of r for Equation (101 could not be estimated 
directly from the paired point and areal rainfalls i n  Tables 1, 2 ,  5 
and 6 .  This would have been invalid because the rainfall sampling 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  vary with location as w e l l  as with return period, duration 
and area, and no method of grouping could allow for a l l  these sources of 
variability. In an attempt to overcome t h i s  d i f f i cu l ty  the tabulated 
r a i n f a l l s  were "standardised" by the conversion: 
X - X  
e 
Y =  X 
e 
where x = original point or areal rainfall, 
x = estimate of "true" or population value of x 
e for  the given return period, as obtained from 
the frequency data in V o l  I1 of the Flood 
Studies Report, 
y = "standardised" point or areal rainfall. 
In the est imation of x allowances were made for t h e  fact that m o s t  of 
e 
the  r a i n f a l l s  i n  Tables 1, 2, 5 and 6 are for  fixed-interval d u r a t i o n s  
(rainfall days or clock hours) while t h e  Flood Stud ies  data are for 
unrestricted durations,  a s  explained i n  Sections 11.3.2 and II,3.3 of 
the Flood Studies Report. 
8 After standardisation the rainfalls were grouped according to return 
period and duration w i t h  nine pairs of values i n  each group. Carrelation I coefficients were then calcula ted  for tach group, as l isted in Table 8 ,  and these were used in Equations (9) and (101 for estimating the 
variances of W .  The square roots  of the variances are the  standard 
E errors shown in Tables 3 and 7.  
Table 8 Correlations between standardised point and areal rainfal ls  
8 
A.P. 2 - Y W  5 - Y E m  10-YBAR 20-Y!Zm 
t 
-put& from 9 pairs  of 
WRN. 24 HRS L a 2 nas 24 na 1 s 2 tm 24 BR L 1 2 m 24 HA I. a z HR stmdardised vaLuss in 
group. 
6. DOES ARF VARY WITH LOCATION? 
To answer this question in statist ical  terms two appropriate n u l l  
hypotheses may be formulated, namely (a) that ARF does not vary with 
locat ion,  and (b) that there is no s i g n i f i c a n t  difference between t he  
ARFs derived in this study and the corresponding ARFs of the Flood 
Studies Report. Since  standard errors have been estimated these 
hypotheses may be formally tested by the usual procedures with the  
assumption that the rainfalls of each of the selected areas represent 
an independent sample. It is obvious that neither hypotheses would be 
rejected by such tests because the largest differences between 
comparable ARFs in Tables 3 and 7 are generally of the same magnitudes 
as the standard errors. One i s  l e d  to conclude that the observed 
variability in ARF between d i f f e r en t  locat ions  may be fully explained 
by sampling errors and there is no significant difference between the 
values derived in this study and those of the Flood Studies Report. 
  ow ever, several reservations should be expressed concerning these 
conclusions. Firstly, the testing of the hypotheses is not s tr ic t ly  
valid if there is significant correlation between rafnfall frequencies 
in different sample areas, ie. if t hey  are not independent. 
Unfortunately, some degree of correlation m a y  be expected because of 
the extensive spat ial  coverage of meteorological conditions associated 
with exceptional rainfalls. Secondly, failure to reject the hypotheses 
on the evidence of calculated sampling errors does not preclude t h e i r  
possible re ject ion on other evidence. In other words, there could 
s t i l l  be some varia t ions  due to loeational factoxs although their 
magnitudes should not exceed the calculated sampling errors in 
Tables 3 and 7 .  
Further investigation of this issue included the calculation of 
correlation coefficients between the  average 24-hour ARFs for each 
area and the following locational factors : 
Rainfall magnitude as expressed by the 5-year value f r o m  
Vol I1 of the Flood Studies  Report, 
Ratio of 60-minute, 5-year rainfall to 2-day, 5-year 
r a in fa l l  (index of local convective a c t i v i t y ) ,  
Longitude. 
The only significant correlation was found with latitude, the 
coefficient being 0.69 which just reached the 95 per cent level of 
significance (using the equal tails test described in C r o w  et aZ, 1960). 
Therefore, there may be a trend towards higher values of 24-hour ARE' i n  
more northerly latitudes but no de f in i t e  conclusions should be drawn 
concerning the magnitude of such a trend, except that it is probably 
smaller than the sampling errors listed i n  Table 3 .  
A similar analysis was not carried o u t  for  the 1-hour and 2-hour ARFs 
because of t h e  disparities in the  sizes of the areas and the inadequate 
range of locations. 
7. IXES ARF VARY WITH RETURN PERIOD? 
Tables 3 and 7 suggest a consistent. trend towards l o w e r  values of ARF 
w i t h  longer return periods. Two methods of testing the significance 
of this w e r e  used, namely (a) the non-parametric s ign  test, and (bl an 
adaptation of the t test for comparing means of samples from 
populations with d i f f e r en t  variances (p. 60, crow ek  aZ, 19601. 
Application of the sign test to the 24-hour ARFs in Table 3 showed the 
differences between grouped values for  any pair of return periods to be 
significant at the  95 per cent  l eve l ,  When applied to the short-duration 
ARFs in Table 6 ,  t h i s  test showed ever! more significant differences at 
the 99 per cent Level. The more e f f i c i e n t  t test also indicated 
s ign i f i cant  differences between the 2-year and 20-year 24-hour ARFs at 
the  95 per cent level. The latter test was not  used w i t h  any ocher 
values because of doubts concerning independence of samples and 
homogeneity of the populations represented. 
The data therefore provide reasonable evidence that ARFs decrease w i t h  
increasing return periods. The differences between 2-year and 20-yeax 
values are apparently of the order of 2 per cent  to 5 per cent  f o r  
24-hour ME'S and 5 per cent to 15 per cent for 1-hour and 2-hour ARE'S. 
In general, the values of ZlRF in the Flood Studies Report correspond to 
return periods of 5 to 10 years and tend to be conservative for the 
longer return periods commonly adopted for engineering design purposes. 
A theoretical  estimate of the l i m i t i n g  value of ARF (ie. w i t h  an 
infinitely long return period) is given by t h e  r a t i o  B,/B where 
P 
Ba = parameter B in Equation (3) for areal rainfalls 
B = parameter 3 in Equation ( 3 )  fox corresponding average 
P po in t  rainfalls. 
This is readily demonstrated by expressing ARE' in terms of Equation 
( 3 ) ;  v i z :  
Table 9 shows limiting values of ARF for 24 hours and 1OOO km2 
calculated by means of the above ratio.  These range from 0.57 to 
0.90 with a mean of 0 . 7 7  which is a b u t  12 per c d t  lower than t h e  
Flood Studies ARF and about 6 per cent lower than the corresponding 
average storm-centred ARF' used in the United States for PMP estimates 
(see Figure 3)  . 
A l s o  shown in Table 9 are l i m i t i n g  values of 1-hour and 2-hour ARFs 
calculated in the same way. They are very variable, some being as 
much as 25 per cent lower than the corresponding Flood Studies ARFs, 
Comparable United States storm-centred ARFs for these durations do 
not  appear to be available. 
T a b l e  9 Limiting ARFs calculated from B,/B 
P 
-- 
1 1 day -91 12.0 14.4 . 83  
2 1 day .89 8.8 11.0 -80 
3 1 day .B9 7.1 7.9 .89 
4 L day -90 11.8 13.2 .40 
5 1 day -82 6 . 6  10.1 - 6 5  
6 l day -85  11.6 15.2 - 7 6  
7 1 day .82 8.8 12.8 - 6 9  
8 1 day .8d .14.6 18.1 .81 
9 1 day .80 5 .4  9.5 .57  
10 1 hr -51 1 5.43 .35  
10 2 hrs -59 2 .40  6.10 .39 
11 L hr .56 2.10 6.00 .35 
11 2 hrs -74 3.30 5.M - 6 2  
12 1 hr .44 2.40 6.27 .38 
12 2 hrs .57 3 . 1 3  6.07 .52 
13 2 hrs - 91  9.12 10.32 .8B 
14 I hr .82 2.60 4 . 0 0  ,65 
15 I hr .85 3.90 4 .75  .a2  
Although it may r 
computation there 
Kingdom to extend 
8. FURTHER R E S M C H  NEEDS 
equixe a substantial amount of processing and 
are ample daily  rainfall data available in the United 
the above analyses of 24-hour ARFs to: 
(a) longer return periods, 
(bl longer d u r a t i o n s  such a s  2 ,  3 or more days, 
(c) areas other than 1000 lan2 
(dl non-circular areas. 
Information on all of these would be useful in the further testing and 
refining of the Flood Studies ARFs for relatively long durations. 
Unfortunately, hydrological needs more often involve shorter durations 
and the data s i t u a t i o n  for these is less satisfactory.  A thorough 
investigation of short-duration ARl"s would probably require at least 
15 years of recording raingauge data from dense networks of stations 
representing t h e  general range of meteorological conditions in the 
United Kingdom. It may be some yeaxs before such data become available, 
and their analyses could be a formidible task,  even w i t h  t h e  latest 
processing and computing techniques. 
On the other hand, extreme rainfall data for durations of 1 or 2 hours 
show surprising consistencies over diverse and extensive areas (see 
B e l l ,  1969). T h i s  is apparently because such extremes are mainly due 
to local convection (ie, thunderstorm activity) which has similar 
space-time characteristics under a wide range of geographical conditions. 
The Flood Studies assumption that ARF is essentially constant throughout 
the United Kingdom therefore seems quite reasonable for short durations, 
and probably should be accepted until adequate data are available to 
show otherwise. Whether the Flood Studies ARFs for short durations 
should be adjusted to a l l o w  for the effects of return period is another 
matter, however, since the results of the present study suggest that 
such effects could be appreciable for long return periods and maximum 
ra infa l l s .  Perhaps further light w i l l  be shed on this particular 
aspect when the analyses of the Greater London Council data are 
complete. 
The question arises as to whether storm-centred ARFs (which may be 
derived from relatively shoxt periods of data) provide more satisfactory 
estimates for very long return periods and maximum rainfalls than the 
fixed-area W s  of the Flood S t u d i e s  Report. It should be pointed out 
that the rationale for using storm-centred ARFs for maximum r a i n f a l l  
events is not completely convincing. Is there any reason why the maximum 
areal rainfall could not have a more uniform spatial distribution (and 
therefore higher ARF) than the  "average" s t o r m  event? If not, the  United 
States practice of using average storm-centred AXFs for PMP may be 
rather doubtful.  Simi lar  comments are relevant to possible applications 
of theoretical limiting values of ARE' such as those estimated from the 
r a t i o  B,/B in Section 7. Before definite recommendations can be made 
P 
about these values, fur ther  investigations are needed into such 
matters as the suitability of the exponential frequency distribution 
for the t o t a l  range of extreme rainfalls, and the influence of the 
assumed distribution on t h e  calculations.  
Some of the  above issues might be clarified by appropriate research 
w i t h  theore t ica l  models l inking p o i n t  and areal rainfall, such as that 
of Rodriguez-Iturbe and Mejia (1974) . Evaluations of the parameters of 
these models could be made without dense networks of stations,  although 
they would require data from a few closely spaced recording rain gauges 
in each metwrological region. The possible use of such models w i t h  
t h e  data of this study was one o f  the reasons for  adopting the 
exponential frequency distribution as  given by Equat ion 3 The 
relatively simple mathematical form of this d i s t r i bu t i on  makes it more 
tractable i n  theoret ical  analyses than extreme value, log-normal and 
other commonly used distributions. 
9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Several of the criticisms of the areal rainfal l  section in the Flood 
Studies Repor t .  suggest that there is some misunderstanding of the areal 
reduction factor (ARF) i n  rainfall frequency estimation. In 
particular, the f ixed-area ARFs a£ the  Flood Studies Report have been 
confused w i t h  storm-centred ARFs o f  the type derived i n  the United 
States for purposes other than r a i n f a l l  frequency estimation. The 
conceptual significance of the fixed-area ARE" i s  more statistical than 
physical and i t  i s  probably best interpreted in terms of t h e  areal and 
average point frequency curves, being simply the r a t i o  of areal to 
point  r a i n f a l l  with the same return period. 
The l e a s t  equivocal method of deriving values of ARF appears to be 
direc t ly  from frequency curves of areal and average p i n t  rainfall, 
and t h i s  method has been used in the present study to check the values 
given by the  Flood Studies Report. Nine c i rcu la r  arsas of 1000 l a 2  
were selected. for  the derivat ion of 24-hour ARFS from a common 14-year 
period of data. S i x  areas of varying size with 7 to 1 2  years of data 
were selected for the derivation of 1-hour and 2-hour values. 
Inaccuracies were expected due to the relatively brief records but 
estimates of the sampling errors in ARF showed that these were not 
excessive. 
The main results of the analyses, as l i s t e d  in Tables 3 and 7, show 
derived values of ARF that have reasonable agreement with  the 
corresponding values of the Flood Studies R e p o r t .  Although the 
v a r i a b i l i t y  between locat ions  can be explain& completely by sampling 
errors there may be a s l ight  tendency f o r  24-hour UU?s to increase 
with latitude. The maximum discrepancy due to th i s  effect  is probably 
less than 3 per cent. 
A statistically significant trend towards lower X F s  w i t h  longer 
return periods was found for  both 24-hour and short-duration values. 
This suggests that the ARFs of the Flood Studies Report probably 
give conservatively high estimates of areal rainfall for the return 
periods commonly used for  engineering design purposes (say, 10 to 100 
yrs). The resulting bias may be of the order of 5 per cent far 
24-hour durations and 10 per cent or more for 1-hour and 2-hour 
durations, but there is considerable uncertainty a b u t  the short- 
duration values because of the lack of su i tab le  data for investigating 
these. 
Although it is possible to make estimates of theoretical limiting 
values of ARF for maximum rainfalls and very long return periods, 
such estimates vary widely and definite recommendations concerning 
t h e i r  use should not be made without further research. I t  may be 
worth while, also, to carry out research into the application of 
theoretical  models linking point and areal rainfall, such as that of 
Rodriguez-lturbe and M e j i q  (1974) .  These models might clarify some 
of the doubtful i s s u e s  and possibly reduce the problems of brief 
records, inadequate spatial coverage and t e d i o u s  data extraction. 
Additional t e s t i ng  of the Flood Studies ARFs along the lines developed 
in this paper could be made with currently available d a i l y  rainfall 
data. This should involve longer records, durations greater than 
24 hours, non-circular areas, and areas other than 1000 km2. A t  the 
present t i m e  suitable data from recording rkinqauqes is generally 
of i n s u f f i c i e n t  length for comparable 1-hour and 2-hour analyses. 
Nevertheless, further information on short-duration ARFs might be 
provided in the  near future from the Greater London Council data. 
Although the evidence i n  t h i s  paper suggests possible variations in 
ARE' that are not allowed for in the Flood Studies Report, these 
variations do not appear to be large when compared with inaccuracies 
due to sampling and other factors in practical applications of 
rainfall frequency estimates. When adequate periods of recording 
raingauge data b a c a e  available from closely spaced stations in mare 
northerly parts of the United Kingdom it should be possible to 
determine  values of AFU? with  reasonable precision and confidence. 
This may eventually result  in replacement of the present Flood Studies 
method of estimating areal rainfalls with a necessarily more elaborate 
method to allow for location and return period as well as for area and 
duration. With the present data situation, however, such refinement 
seems to have little j u s t i f  i c a t i ~ n  as it would g r e a t l y  incxease the 
required computational e f f o r t  for l i t t l e  overall improvement in 
accuracy . 
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APPENdIX A: PLqTTED EREQUEIICY CURVES USED FOR DERIVATION OF ARF
Notes on S!4nbo1s in Flqures Al to AI8
1. Nduber 1n rrrack€ts aftet Iocatlon refers to lrap reference nunber
!n Flg\rre ? antl Tabl'e 4 of, naln iex!.
2,  In the sect ions heaaled ' ralurat1on",  (F) lefers to f ixed pet lods'
1e. between stanilard tlmes such as 9 aE to 9 an or between fixed
clock-houls.  (U) refers to unrest l icted perlods'
3. Nunber I'n brackets aftef, nulber of ralnfall statlons lndlcates
actual number of stations Usedl to detenLne average PornE
ftequency curve 1f lhls allffers from the nunbe! of statione used
to aleternine areal ralnfal ls.
4. Erequenc? c\rtves malketl B anil D $e!e calcuLated (lllectlY f,ron the'' 
aati qlven in Vol II of Floo'l Sludlee Report' AnnuaL traxlma
letur; per ioals wele converted to PdI return lerlods using the
relationship given bv Langbeln (1949) '
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Computation of Avoal Reduction Factor.
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Con1pulatiotr ol Afeal R3duction Factor.
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Computalion of Areal RcdLiction l-aclor.
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Comnut.rlion ol Areal Redi.:ction Factor.
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44 Computation of Areal Reduction Faclor.
Fig.A18 Frequency Curves.
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ADperdix B: COMPUTER PROGFIIO.IES
PROGRAHME 1
I
I
I
I
llxtracts one yea! of alally rainfall values fron nagnetlc taPe fol. all
sanrple areas! Selects hlghest values fo! each statlon. Cal.culates
oean areal raLnfalls and selects hlghest datly aleal- val-ues for each
satople area. Performs other analYses apPloprlate fo! ilevelopment of
theoretlcal modelB to tink point anal aleal ralnfafl.
cor{MoN/FcoM/lARRAy (1288) ,NLREC (1O, 50) ,
1 iTGAGE (IO, 50) , NGAGES (1O) ,NTODO,}IYP, NAREAS
DIIIENSION RAIN (4OO) , NRAIN (4OO), SAVE (5O,3) ,REDUA:X (3),IDI!,|AX (3 ) ,
IJSAVE ( 50) , BMEAN (1O, 50) , AMAXRI (5O) ,AXA,B2 (5O) , TGROUP (1O, 30) ,
2 r.rcRlrN (15,366) ,NGROUP (tO) r TDATEI ( 50) , rDATE2 (5O) ,GRATN (r5,366)
3,NTNGRP(50),ASAVE(50) 
.  
BSAVE (50,3 )  r  KSA!'E (50) .W (50) r  EEAREA (50.3 )
LOGICAL fMOFF
NI{AX=1288
NAREAS=9
Neoul=7
NPRINI=6
NCRD=5
NCOUTI=9
NcIN=3
CAIJ, SSIIICH O. IDIAGI
IDIAG=2-IDIAG
)II0DO-O
MING=9999999
C--- -.--READ ]N GAUGES AND GROUPIM;S AREA AY AREA
DO 20 I=I,NAREAS
READ (NCRD, lom ) NGAGES (I )' (IGROUP (I I J ) .J=! r 3ol
D o  5  J = I ; 3 O , 2
5 COMINUE
GO TO 7oo
Io NGRoUP (I )- (Jf-l) /2
NGR2:NGROUP (I ) *2
NG=NGAGES (I)
NrcDO=NIbDO+NG
READ (NCRD.IOOO) (JGAGE (I, J ) ,J=f .},IG)
DO 12. J=I,NG
READ (NCIN, fOOl ) NDS, BMEAN (I,J)
IF (NDS.E9.O) EIIEAN(I '  J)=-I .
12 CONTINUE
Do l-5 .l=1, llc
MING-l.lIllD (JGAGE (I,J) 
.llING)
15 CONTINUE
IdRITE (NPRINI,2O1O) 1,I.IGAGES (I) , (IGROSP (I 'J) ,J=I,I|GR2I
! iRITE (NPRINT,2ol l )  (JGAGE (I , ,1) , , t=1,NG)
20 COI.IIINUE
CAIL FIND (MING,IFLAG)
IE (IFIAG)71O, ,I
I
46 I
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NDSYR=36 5
IF tI'rOD (rlYR?4) .EQ.O) r{DSyR=366
ITIMES=O
25 NOITDBIFO
----------t@P ovER AREAS
DO 5OO K=1, MREAS
I.{RITE (NPRIM. 2OO1) K,NYR
DO 30 J=1.5o
AMA:XRI (J) =-f.
AMI|XR2(J)=-I .
30 coil?InluE
(X=K
NIJOOP:NDSYR
liIGRPD=O
IGO=l-
NG=I.IGAGES (K)
NGR=NGROU? (K)
NGR2=ldGR* 2
DO 50 J=1,l|G
IF (NLREC (K,J) )  ,  ,50
I,IR,ITE (I.IPR INT , 2OI 2 ) JGAGE (I(, J I
50 CONTINUE
60 Do 63 J=I,4oo
RAIN {J) =O.
NRAIN (J } =O
63 CoNTINUE
Do 54 J=1,]5
Do 54 r=1r 366
G R A r N ( ; ' r ) = o '
NGRqTN[J.I)=O
64 CONIINUE
C--.---.---NO. OF GAUGES IN AREA
NG=NGAGES {K)
IF ( IDIAG. EQ.I.AND.K.E9.4) $RITE (NPRIM.9OO5 }
C.-.-------IOOP OVER GAUGES
NoUIG=D
Do 2OO J=1.5O
NINGRP (!t ) =O
JSAVE (J ) =J
DO 69 I=1,3
EFAREA (J,I  )=-1.
SAVE {J.1)=99999.
69 COTIIINUE
C---_-.----GET DATA FROI{ FAINFAI.I FII]E
tF (NLREC (K,J) )  2OO.2OO,
NOUIIG=NOUTG+I
NBLK=NI,REC (K,J) /3
JSTN=NLREC (K, J) -NBLKi3
1F (NOLDBI-NBI,K) , ?5,
C3LL RDITAIN {NBLK. Nl,lAX, IAITXAY (t ) , IFLAG )
71 IF (IFI,AG) 72O. ,
75 NoIDBI=NBLK
NOP=IARRAY (t)
I
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.J=1ING) I
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NIR:IARRAY C] I
C----------CHECK RIGEI STATION
II\DD=JSTNiNIR+NOP
ISTN=IRRAY TIADD+I f"1ooo'IARRAY CIADD+2t
IF (JGAGE [K.J] -TSTNIT30I ,?30
C---.-.----EERE FOR CORREST S'IATMN,ISCI,FIND 2 tA]t POIM PAI,LS
c---------- (NI,ooP=356 )
c----------rce2 a! FIND uA:K 3 DAILY it8Ett! nALrS Ofioots3 )
INR--IiIDD+11
TUOFIE.FAI,SE.
NDSOAF=O
Do 1oO r=l,NLOOp
G O  r O  ( 7 6 , 8 7 ) , I c o
?6 IF(TRRAY(rt{R),GE.OlCa 19 80
C-----.FIND CONSECIJTIVE DAYS IIITEN GAUGE NOT OPE{IA?ING
IF (IMOFF) GO TO 77
IMOFA= . TRUE -
77 NDSOFF=NDS OFF+I
IEND=I
rE (r .EQ.NI,oOP) GO TO 80
GO TO 98
C----------FIND 2 !4AX FAI,LS
8O IF (]].IOFF} !{RITE (MRIITI, 2OOO).'GAGE (XI.'I'NDSOI,F, IBEG,IEND.NYR
ARINR=IARRAY (INR)
IF ( ITIr..lEs. EQ.1) ARINR=ARrIA/a!,EAN (K, J)
rE(r.EQ.NrOOP) cO 1! too
IUOE?= . FALSE .
NDSOFF=o
IF (AI.,!AXRI (J) 
.GT.ARINR)GO TO 85
AMAXR2 (J ) =Ar'['USrl (J)
IDATE2 ('J}=IDATEI (J)
AMAIiR1 (J) =AITINR
xDATEI (J) =I
GO 1\l 90
85 r!' (AMAXR2 (J) 
.cr,ARr!tR) co 113 90
AT'[A)R2 (J) =ARIIIR
IDATE2 (J)=I
GO 10 90
C---------.SAVE RAII{FA!! FOR ALL GAUGES IN AREA FOR 3 MAX
87 II=INR+ID1'I4AX (I) -1
IF(IARRAY(1I).GE.O) GO TO 88
NLREC (K,,lf)=-1
GO Ip 1m
88 SAVE (J, I) =lAluu\i (II )
IF (ITIMES.E9.1) sAvE (J, r ) =SAVD (,t,I) /BurAN (l(,J)
GO 1rl 1@
C----------IS GAUGE IN A GROUP?
9 0  D O  9 5 , 1 J = 1 , N G R 2 , 2
IA (J.GE. IGROUP (K, JJ) .AND. J.!E, IGROUP (K, J.'+1 ) ) GO TO 96
95 CONIINUE
C----*-----1\]TAI BAIN FOR AI]IJ NON-GROUPBD GAUGES FOR ]-TH DAY OF
c----------TEE YEAR
RAIN (1) =R]\IN {I) +ARINR
AREAI FA],I,S.
I
48 I
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I
NRAIN G IiNRAIN (f:Ill
qo To 98
c----------xqIAIl RArN rOR
96 JJ= (JJ+L)/2
@OgPS OF GASGES AOR I.fH DAY OF YEAR
GRAIN (JJ, ] ) =GRAIN iJJ,I )+ARINR
IERAIN (,tJ,I ) =NGR]qIN tJJ.: ) +1
98 INR=INR+I
1OO CONTINUE
GO Ip (rO5,11O), rcn
1O5 IF (A|{AXRI (J) ) 2OO,,
IF ( IDIAG.EQ.1.AIID.K.EQ.4IWRITE (NPRINT,9OO4INIPOP, LRAIN(I) '  ]=I .
INI,OOP }
GO TO 200
].1O IF TIDIAG. EQ. ].. AT'ID. K. E9. 4 ) liRlTE (T,IPRINT, 9OO7 ) (SAVE (J' I )
] , I=1,NLOOP)
2OO CONTINUE
Go ro (  2o5,28O) ,  rGO
C-.-.------HTX{E To GET !,IEAN OF GROUP A}ID INCII'DE 1T IN CAI€ULATION OE
c----------AREAT- FArNFAtr,
2o5 DO 22O l=l,NrcOP
DO 2lo J=1, NGR
rF (NGRAIN(J,r)  )  2lO,2tO,
RAIN (I) =BAIN (I) +GRAIN TJI I) /NGRAIN (J' I )
NRAIN (I) =NRAIN (I ) +1
2fO COT'IIINUE
22O CONIINUE
IF (IDIAG.EQ.1.AND.K.EQ.4) GO IP 221
co ro 228
221" DO 223 J=I, NGR
IIRITE tNPRINT, 9OO 5 ) C$AIN G,II.NCRAIN tJ' I I , I=1 I NIOOP )
223 CONTINUE
IF (IDIAG. EQ. ]. AND. K. EQ. 4 ) T'{RITE (N?RINI. 9OO4 ) NI'OOP, (RAIN ( I )' ]=
IL r NLOOP )
C.---------CAI€ULATA AREAL REDUCTION FACIPRS FOR 2 iIAX' FAI'IS
228 VTBITE {NCOUT, 2018 ) K, }TG , NYR
DO 23o J-I ,M
rF (NLREC (K, J) )  229,229,
IDT:IDATEI (J)
REDFI RAIN (IDT),/NRAIN (IDT) /AMAXRI G)
IDT=IDATE2 (J)
REDF2=R]uN (IDT) /NRAIN (IDf ) /AMAXR2 (.])
rF (Al.rAxRl (J) ) 229, ,
VIRITE (NPRINI,2OL5) JGAGE (K, J) / AMAxRt (,1) ,IDATE1 ('l) ,
IREDT'I,AMAXR2 [J) ,IDATE2 (J) ,REDT'2
229 !,{RrAE (NCOUT? 2OO2),IGAGE [K,J) , A!',lAXR]. (J) ,IDATf1('t) 'REDF1,
LAMAXR2 (J) ' IDATE2 (J) ,RADF2
230 COllrlNUE
C--.----._-AIND 3 HIGHEST DATIJY AREAL RAINFA.LLS I.OR VEAR
D O  2 3 5  1 = 1 , 3
REDMAX(r)---1.
235 CONTINUE
DO 25O 1=I, NLOOP
IF (NRATN (r)  )  25O, 25O.
AIU\IN=RAIN (I ) /NRAIN (I )
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IF (REDMAX O).GT.ARAIN)CO TO 238
RED!4AX (3 )=REDMN( (2I
IDT'l,lAx (3 ) -IDTl.lAx ( 2)
REDMAX ( 2 ) =REDl.lAx (l)
IDTMAX (2) =IDTlaAx (1)
REDMAX (I ) =AIU\IN
lDTl'lAx (1) =I
GO TO 250
238 IF(REDMAX(2).GT, ' IRAINI GO TO 24O
REDl,lAx ( 3 ) =REDl,tAx (2)
IDTl4ax (3 )=ID'&lAx (2)
REDIOX (2) =aRAIN
IDI'I|AX (2)=I
GO TO 250
24O rF kED!{AX(3).GT,ARAIN)GO TO 25O
REDMAX (3 ) =aRAIN
IDTl.tAx t3 ) =I
25O CONTINUE
WRITE (NPRI}TI,2OI4 ) (REDMAX (]) ,IYN.IAX (I) , F].,3I
rsrTE (NcOUTl, 2004 ) {REDMAX (r ) , rDr:!'tAX (r ) , I=r,3l
9qRITE G,CouI, 2OO4 ) (REDUAX (I ), IDTI4D( (I ), I=1, 3 I
NIPOP=3
IGO=I@+l
@ m 6 0
C.---------FIND I{EDIAN POIIII AAINFAII FOR 3 IIAX. EVENTS
28O DO 4OO I=1INI3OP
284 ar4
DO 29O J:f rt.IG
rF (NLREC (K,,r) ) 290.290,
DO 285 J,l=l, NGR 2, 2
rF (J.GE.TGROUP{(,J. t I .AND.,r , !E.rCROltp A<, JJ+II  1@'r0 2A7
28 5 COIiTINUE
II=II+l
RAIN (I I  ) :SAVE (J,I)
GO m 290
247 JJ= (JJ+l)  /2
GRAIN (J'l,I ) =GRAIN (,1I, t )+SAVE (.1, I )
NGRAIN (JJ.I)  =NGFAIN (J. I , I  )+1
29O CONTINUE
C--.-------INCI,UDA GROSPED FALLS
DO 295 JJ=I,NGR
IF (NGRAIN (.J, ] , I  )  )  295, 295.
RAIN (I I )=GRAIN (, t l , I  )  /NGRAIN (J ' t , I )
295 CONTINUE
IF (IDIAG.EQ.I.AND.K.EQ.4) I . {RITE (} . IPRINT. 9OO4 ) I  I  ? (hAIN (, ]  )
C-------.--RANK THE II RAINFAI]IJ VAI]UES I{EITD IN RAIN
lORD-1I-f
296 IELIP=D
DO 298 J=I, IORD
IF {RAIN (J) .LT.RAIN (J+I) )GO TO 298
HOI,D=RAIN (.])
RAIN (,1) =RntN (J+1)
RAIN (J+I) =HOLD
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IFI,IP=l
298 CO}TIINUE
IORD=IORD-l
Ir' (IORD.GT.O) GO TO 296
3OO MIDPTI= (JI+L)/2
t4tDPI2- (M2\ / 2
A?RAIN= (RAIN (MXDPTI I +RAIN O4IDFT2 ) I/2,
C---..-----FIND STANDARD EVIATION OF GROUP I.IEANS
ssQR:o.
TOT=O.
l0 3Io J=I, I I
SSQR=SSQR+MIN ('I) *RAIN Gf)
TOIETOT+RA IN TJ)
3]O CO}.IIINUE
vAR=l. / (II-ll * (ssqR-ToT*To'r/ II l
STDEV=SQRT (VAR I
C------*---BANK RATNFAI,N FOR AI,L STATIONS,NM GROUP IIEANS
D O  3 1 3  J = 1 , 5 O
ASAVE (J) +SAVE(J,I)
rlSAvE (J)=JSAVE u)
3I3 CONIINUE
IORD=NG-1
Do 32o J=lr IORD
IF IASAVE (J),I,T.ASAVE (iI+1) IGO TO 32O
HOIE|=ASAVE (J )
ASAVE (J)=ASAVE (J+I )
AsAVr t':+I I -1191o
IHOLD=KSAVE (J)
KSAVE (J)=KSAVE (J+1I
KSAVB (J+11=IlIol,D
320 cormrNuE
IF ( IFLIP.EQ.OIGO TO 33O
IORI>ICA,D-I
IF (IORD.GT.O)GO TO 314
C.---------CAITCUIJATE EFFECTIVE CUMULATIVE AREAS FOR RANKED RAINFAI'I
3 3 O  r r a r . N E . 1 )  G O  1 0  3 4 2
IitxOTG=O
NUMGPS=O
IF (IDIAG.EQ.1.AND.K.EQ.4 )iiRITE (NPRINT,9oo8 ) CASAVE (J) . KSAVE (iI)
1 ,  ! t=1.50)
DC' 34o J=I,NG
rF (NLRAC (K, ' l )  )  34O,34O,
NToTG=r{lPrG+1
Do 335 JJ=L, NGR2. 2
IF (J.GE. IGROUP (K,JJ) .AND..J.I,E . IGROI'P (K'JJ+].) )
I GO TO 337
335 COT.TIINUE
NUMGP S=NUMGP S+l
GO rA 34O
33.1 JJ2=(JJ+|) /z
IF (NINGRP (J,J2 ) .89.9) NU GPS=MIMGPS+I
tI
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NIIICRP (JJ2)=NIIIGRP (ff 2)+l
34O COI{T]NUE
342 I'{RITE (NPRINT, 2OO5 ) NWGPS, aPRAIN ' STDEV ' CASAVE (iJ ) r,l=l,NI9'TG)
WRITE (NCOUT].,2017 ) MOAG,APRAIN, STDEV, (ASAVE (J) , J=].,I'EOTG)
IF ( IDIAG. EQ.I,AND.K. A9.4 )  IJRIBE (NPRIM,9OO9)
I (NINGRP (J) 
.J=Ir 50)
TO1[S:\/:O.
wrp{Fo.
DO 360 J=l,NG
,f,s=KsAvE (iI)
rF (NLREC (X,, lS) )  350,360,
,]X=JX+l
EFAREA (f 
.I ) =IO@.
Do 345 JJ=l,NGR2r2
IF (JS.GE.IGROUP (K,JJ) . AND. JS,I.E.ICROt'P (K,,J.]+1) )
1 G O  T O  3 5 5
345 COlrrTINUE
NGSTNS=l
co ro 356
355 JJ2= (JJ+r)/2
NGSTNS+NINGRP (J,t2)
3 55 w=1mo . /NUI,IGPS/NGSNS
wrgT=Wl\y!+W
EEAREA (JX+T,I ) =IOOO..WIOT
IIPTSV=TO4SI/+ASAVE (J) *W
BSAVE (JX , I ) =ASAVE (,li )
35O CONIINUE
C----------OUTPUT EFFECTIVE AREAS
I.{RITE (NPRINT, 2006 ) (EFAREA (J I ] ) 
"Fl' 
T{IATG I
viRITE 0,ICOUTI, 2016 ) NTOTG, (EFAREA (,J, I I r J=r ? NTOTC;
Ar.tEAN=llTSV/WrOT
I{RITE { NPRINT. 2@3 ) AI{EAN
400 cllt{TINUE
ITI]FITIUES+].
CAI,L APLC'T (EAAREA, BSAVE.IG, KK, NTOTG, ITIII }
500 coNTrNuE
ITIMES=ITIMES+I
GO TO (25.600),rrrMES
600 CA],L P],oT (3O. ,O. | 999 )
GO TO 99
7OO !iRITE (NPRINT, 2oo7 ) I
GO TO 99
71O W:RITE (NPRINT. 2OO8 ) IFIAG
G O m 9 9
72O VIRITE (NPRINT.2OO8 ) IFIAG
GO TO 99
73o wRrTE (MRrNr.2CO9)rSTNr JGAGE (K? J)
GO ?O 99
99 STOP
1000 FoRri{AT o
roor FoRr{AT (tox, r ro, Flo. 5 )
2OOO EOR!4AT (' GASGE '16.' NOr OPERATINC rOR"r4,' DAYS !'Rot{t,
L t 4 , '  \ 0 '  , t 4 t " r H  D A Y S  O F ' . 1 5 )
2ool FORMAT(l I{1, , / '  AREAT,}3r '  YEAR ' ,  f5/ I
2OO2 ! 'ORUA? (r t  O,FIO. 5. I10rF1O, 5rFlO, 5, r to,nlo. 5)
2oo3 FoRrttAT (/' }IEAN EROtt ABOVF"FIo,5J
2OO4 FORMAT t3 (FIO,5r I lO)l
2OOS Fopy!- ' t ( / / / t  FOR', I5,  '  cROUpSr MEDIAN pol l rr  RATNFALL=,,F1o.5,
I I STANDARD DEVTATION=' 
.FlO.4/,/, RANKED porNT RArllFA',r,./
2  ( I O F I O , 3 )  )
2006 Fopyer l// | EFFECTTVE CUMUTATM AREA'/(IOFIO.3))
2OO7 FORMAT ( I TPO MANY GROUPS FORI,13,ITH AREAI)
2OOB FORIrAT ( | ERROR,IFIAC=,,I1O)
2OO9 FOR}IAT ( ' GAUGE ',I].O, I INSTEAD OF"IlO)
2OIO FORMAT (I  NO OF GAUGES INI, I3, '?I I  AREA 1S"I5, '  IN GROUPS'/
1 1 6 ( 2 r 3 . 2 x ) )
2OII ! .ORMAT ( '  GAUGES'/(1Or8))
2Ol2 FOR}IAT ( | GAUGE'rr7,' rS l.lgr AVAIIJABIE ' )
2014 FORI.'AT (//' MAX 3 AREAI, VATUES AND $TEIR DATESI,3(F8.2,I4))
2OI5 FORMAT (' GAUGEI,IT,I MAX 2 FAIIJS , DATES, T\ND REDUCTION EACMRSI ?
L 2 x , F I O .  5 ,  r 5 , F l O . 5 , 2 x , F t o . 5 ,  r 5 ,  F l o . 5 l
2o76
20r'7
20r8
02
9003
9@4
9005
9006
9o/)7
9008
9009
'  sAvE,.rsAvB,, /  ( lx, Io (F6.I,14) ) )
FORUAT (rIOl (IOFIO.3 ) )
! 'oRr4AT (r1O, 2FlO.5/ ( IOF1O.3 ) )
FORMAT (3I10)
FORMAT ( I ARRAY I/ (1X,2OI5) I
PORMAT (| AI{AXRI 
. 
AMAXR2, DArEl,DATE2 
"41lOIFORMAT (I  NIJOOP,RAINI,  I IO/ ( lX, 2qF5.O) I
FOP.I4A.!  ( '  GRAIN, NG8AIN I /  ( IX,IO (P8.2,12) )  )
FORT.IAT ( | NLREC '/ (rorlo) )
FORMAT ( '  SAVE | ,  IOFIO. l  )
FOR!4AT
FORUAT (' NINGRP,/ (lX, 2Or5l )
END
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PROGRAIO.IE 2
Perforns statlstlcal analyses of Clata fron progtarrlne I for delerrnlna-
tTon ot areal and average poift frequency curves.
DTMENSTON MAXR (550. 20),  PACK (550. 2Ol,  I iTRSON (27 5),  rDATE (2O),
r REDF (21) ? rSOsIu (60) , SORIP (60) ,TOTR (27 5) ,
2 REDIT|AX(3,9,20), IDTUAX(3r9,20),JGAGE(275), trc(9)
3 
. 
ryEAR (20) 
.ARTAT {9) ,NjcR"AD (A) ,SSQTAL {9) ,
4 ART5 (9 ) .NARTs (9) , SSQt5 (9) ,ARTI6 (9) .NAR'r't6 (9) ,
s ssQr16 (9)
NCRD=5
Ncour=7
NPRINI=6
MIHYR=O
CALL SSIIrcH (1.IDIAG)
IDIAG=2-IDIAG
10 READ (I\TRD, IOOS , END=3 5 ) (AREA, },ICS , NYR
IF {XAREA.GT.] . )  GO TO 15
NTEYR=NTIIYR+l
]5 NG (KAREA) =NGS
DO 30 I=I ,NGS
J2= O+L) /2
READ (NCRD,IOOO)JGAGE (J2) , MAXR (J.MHYR) ,IDATEI,REDFI,
1 UAXR (J+l I NTTTYR ) ' IDATE2,RDF2
PACK (J 
, rfl'IiYrt ) =IDA'IE1 *1oo+REDFI +M'HtRr loOOoO
PACK (J+I,M'BYR) =IDAI8E2 * IOO+REDF 2+NTHTR*1OO@O
30 CONTINUE
READ (NCRD ? 1OO7 ) (REDMAX (I , KAREA, NTHYR) , IDTMAX ( I , K]UIEAI IVIHYR)
I
I
I
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GO TO 10
c----------flERE WITII ALL
c
c
DATA READ IN, DATE AND REDF PACI(ED It'Ito PACK.
YEARS EACII S?ATION OPERATED AND MEAN OF ANNUAI,FIND HOW MANY
MAXII,IA
35 rF 40 J=I  ,27 5
MRSON (J) =O
IITR (J ) =O.
40 CONTINUE
E D  4 5  J = 1 . 9
ARTAL {J) _O.
NARTAL (J) '€.
SSQTAL (J) {.
ARr5 (.r) {.
NART5 (J) =O.
ssQT5 (J )=o.
ARTl6 (J) =O.
NARTI 6 (J ) =O .
ssgll6 (,J)=o.
45 CONIIMIE
50 DO 80 K=1, tlTflYR
DO ' tO r- I ,534 t2
I
I
rF (MAXR (r, K) ) 70, ,
rcrR (J ) =ToTR (,J ) +l,tAXR O, K)
T.IYRSON (J ) =NYRSON (JI +r
70 CONTINUE
80 COIIIIN'IJE
DO 100 J=1,267
rF (!.rrRsoN (,r) ) 90 | 90,
AMEAFTbIR (J ) /I'IYRSO!,I (,' )
I1JRITE (NPRINT 
, 2OCO ) JGAGE (.] ) , NYRSON CJ J , AMEAN90 9GrTE (tCOuT. 2co1 ) JcAe (,t ) | r{yRsoN (J} , ATGAN1@ CONT]NUE
IG,l=o
KAREA=l
C----------RANK l.tA:xIMA FOR EACE STAAION
N  I g a  I = I , 5 3 4 , 2
NGS=NG (T\AREA)
TOTRAL=O.
IcLAIFO.
SSQRAL=O,
TOIRI2=o.
NIoTl2=O
ssptl24.
ToTR5=O.
NIPTs=O,
SSQRS=o.
TQiIRl6=0.
NIOTI6=O
ssQRI6=0.
12- G+l l  /  2
IGJ=IGI+I
]F (IG].I]E.NG (KAREA) ) GO TO IO5
KAREA=KAREA+I
lo5 rF (NYRSON (r2) )  l8O,l8O.
C--.-------PUT INIO I-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS FOR SORTING
KK=f
DO lf,O K=1, rIt{YR
rF (MA)R (r fK) )  r1O, ,
ISORTM (KK) =I4AXR (I, K)
SORTP (KK) =PACK (I,K)
ISORT.I (Kt+l ) =MjUn ( r+I , K)
SORTP (KK+l)=PACK (I+1,K)
(K-KK+2
lIO CONTINUS
KK=KK-1
I
I
t
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
c----------soRT oN rsoRlt4 cARRyrNc
IOOP=KK-l
IFLIP=O
l l5 DO I2o K=I ,  LOOP
IF (ISORTM (K) 
.GT. ISOR"M (R+f ) ) GO
rnoLD=IsoRllt [K)
l SORTI.! (K ) = IsoRl'l{ ( K+1 )
ISORI'I'{ (K+I)=IHoID
TO t20
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
IIOLD=SoRTP (K)
soRTP (K) =SoRTP ((+1J
SORTP (K+I l=HOLD
IFLIP=l
I2O CONTINUE
I,oOP=LOOP-f
rF (LOOP )130,I30,
rF (rFrrrP) ,  .115
C----------HERE WrTn SORIED MAXIIIA
13O rFo,{}?SON(l-2).cE.12I GO ?O 135
VIRITE (NPR INT 
. 
2O1 2 ) ,]GACE (I2 I
GO TO 137
I35 WR ITE (\?RINT, 2OI3 I JGAGE CI2 }
]37 N2GKK
IF (N2o.GT,20) N2O-20
VIRITE (I \?R1M',2OO2) ( IsoRTM (K) 
.K=1.t{2O)
NFO
NI6=0
DO 15O K=I,N2O
IDATE (K)=SORTP (K) /1OO.
REDF (K)=SOR?P (K) -IDATE (K)TLoo
IYlrlR (K)=IDAI'E (K) /looo
IDATE (K)=IDAI'E (X)-IYEAR (K) aIOOO
ITEAR (K) =IYEAR (K } }I9 59
rF (NYRSON (r2) .LT.12) cO TO I5O
TPTRAIFIoTRAL+REDF (KI
SSQRAI;SS9RALIREDF (K) rREDA (K)
rF (K.c".s)co m I4o
N5=N5+I
IPIR 5=IOIB 5+REDF (X)
SSQRFSSQRs+RED!' (K) 'REDF (K)
GO T9 150
t4o r! '  (K.LT,16)cO TO l50
rF (K.cT,20) cO TO 150
Nl6:Nl6+I
loTRI6=IDTRt6+REDF (K)
SSQRI6=SSQRI6+REDF (K) *REDF (KI
I5O CONTINUE
I,IRITE (NPRINT,2OO4) (REDF (K) , IF].N2O)
WRITE (NPRINT.2Oo3l TIDATE (K) r  K=I,N2ol
VIRITE (NPRINT,2oI4) ( IYEAR (K) , I (=1,N2Ol
C----------FIND MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
I F ( N Y R S O N ( I 2 ) . L T . 1 2 )  G O  T O  I 8 O
^MF^\Emrc^r /Nt^
ARTAL (KAREA) =ARTAL (KARIA ) +TOTRAL
NARTAL (KAREA) =NARTAL (KAREA) +N2O
SSQTAL (TGREA) =SSQTAL (KAREA) +SSQRA1
VAIr=I./ (N2o-1) * (s SQRAL-TOTRAL*TOTRAL/N2O I
smEV=sQRT (vAR )
WR ITE (NPRl NT, 2OO5) N2O. AMEAN. STDEV
rF (N5) 180, r8O
AMEAN=TOIR 5/N 5
ART5 (r\AREA ) =ART5 GAREA ) +TATRs
NART5 (KAREA) =NARTs (KAREA ) +N5
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
tss0T5 (KAREAI-ssQT5 (IGREAl+SSQR5
vAR=]./ (Ns-l) * (SSgR s-rorRs *TorR 5/N5I
SmEV=SoRT (VAR )
IORITE (NPRIT$, 2@6 I N5 , AI.IEAN, STT'BI'
rF (Nl6) rao,18o,
AMEA\ETOTRI 6/NI6
ARTI6 (KARE]\) =AIlTf6 GAREA) +1bIRI6
NARTI6 (KAREA ) =NARTI6 (,KAREA I +N16
ssQTl6 kAREA) =ssgTl6 (KAREAI +SSQRI5
vAR=l . ,/ (NI 6-1 ) * (SSQRT 5-rolRl. 5*ToIT'16/NI6l
STDEV=S9RT (VAR)
l{x15=N15+15
VIR ITE (NPRTNT , 2@7 ) M(I6 , AMEAN, STDEV
I8O COMINUE
c----------LooP ovER I\REAS
DO 3OO KAREA=I,9
NGS=NG I(AREAI
NGSI2=O
NIPT=o
TOFO
DO 19o I=lrNGS
J=J+l
IF NYRSON(J). I ,T.I2IGO TO 19O
,li2= (,lf-l ) *2+1
DO 185 rFl,NTFrR
rF ( l {A>q (J2,Nl )  r85, ,
TOT=IOT+MA)G (J2, N)
IitIOT=NmT+1
185 COI.IIINUE
NGSL2=NGS12+1
19O CONIINUE
AMEAN=1OTlNIOf
VIRITE OIPRTNI. 2OO8 ) KAREA , TIGS12 , tl,EAN
lPT=O
DO 2OO N=1, NTHYR
TOT=TOT+REDMAX O, KAREA, N)
2OO CONTINUE
AMEAN=T€T/l{lI{YR
WRITE (NPRINT , 2OO9 } AMEAN
VIRITE (NPRINT, 2OII I
C--------.-PUT REDMA:K IMM SI}TGIE ARRAY !1]R SORTIIIG
DO 21O N=L 'NtltYR
SORTP (X I =REDltAx (1 , KAREA, N )
SORTP (K+1 ) =REDMAX (2 , KAREA, N )
soRte { x+z 1 =gspr'rAt (3 , KAREA, N )
ISORrta (K) =lDrrrAX (1 
. 
KAREA. N) +N*l@O
ISORTU (K+1) =IEr/IllAx (2' KAREA 'N) +N.IOOo
I SOR.IU (r+2 1 = 1p,114ax (3 , rAREA . N) +N* looo
K=K+3
21O COIIIINUE
C-----.----SORT ON ISORTM CARRYING SORTP
LOOP=K-2
I
t
t
t
I
I
I
I
t
I
t
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
t
t
I
t
I
t
I
t
I
I
I
I
2I5 IFLIP=O
22O DO 23O tFI,lpOP
IF ( SORTP (N ) . GT. SGTP (N+I J I @ TO 23O
IAOI,D:SORTP (N)
soRTP (N) =soRTP (N+1)
SORTP (N+I )=IHO],D
HoI,D=ISORXU (N)
IsoRT'I"l (N) =IsoR1r{ tN+I I
TSOR'fltl (N+I)=HOLD
IFLIP=I
23O COIJIINUE
LOOP=I,OOP-I
rE u,@P) 24Ot24O,
IF ( IFLIP) ,  ,215
24O rn 245 wLI2O
rYEAR (N) =r SORl'r'{ (N) /IOOO
IDATE (N) =ISORI'I'IN) -IYEAR (N) *1OOO
IYEAR (N) -IYEAR (N) +1959
245 CO}.IIINUE
!iRITE (NPRINT, 2017 ) (SORTP (N) , IDATE (N) . IYEAR O) , T.FI , 20)
C----------FIND MEANS AND STANDARD DEVNS FOR AREAS
AMEAN=ARTAI (KAREA ) /NARTAT (KAREA)
VAIr=!. / (NAIITAL (KAREA) -1) * (SSQTAL {KAREA) -ARTAL (KAREA) *ARTAL (KAREA )
f,/NABTAL (XAREA) )
SIDEV=SQET (VAR)
IIRITE (NPRINT, 2OO5) NARTAI, (XAREA) ,AMBAN, STDEV
AMEAN-ARTs (KAREA) /NART5 GAREAI
VAR=1 . / (NARTs (KAREAI -1) * (SSQTs (KAREA) -ARTs (KAREA) iART5 (KAREA)
I/NARTs (KAREA) )
STDEV=SoRT (VAR )
NXs=NlUtT5 (KlUtEl\) /NGSI 2
!'{RITE (NPR INT, 2006 ) NX 5 , AMEAN , STDEV
AMEA}tsART16 (KAREAI/NARTI6 ('I(AREA)
VAR=I. / (NARTI6 (K3REA) -r ) ' (ssQTl6 (KAREA) -ARTI6 (KAREA) *AnTt6 (KAREA )
f/NART15 (KAREA) ).
STDEV=SQRT {VAR)
Nx16=NARTL 6 (KAREA) /NGS1 2+l 5
ITRITE (NPRINT, 2@7 ) NXl6 , AIITEAN I STDsv
COI{TINUE
FORT.'AT (311),FlO. 5, zrLO.FlO. 5)
FORI.. IAT (3 (FlO.5, r to) )
!'oRl.{AT {3r10)
FORMAT ()
EORMAT ( I  GAUGE"ITII  OPERATED FOR'I I3 ' '  YEARS 'MEAN OF ANNUALI '
1 r  i l N ( I U A = r , F l O . 3 )
FORUAT {2ItO, ElO.6)I
I
300
31fO
1007
1008
t o10
20(n
2oo]
2(n2
2003
2o]o4
2cn5
2006
2c07
FORMAT (12X, IVALUES | 
. 
2Or5)
FORT.AT (13X, TDATES t ,2Or5)
FORI,IAT( I REDUCTION FACTORS I
FOR}'AT (I8X, IMEAN REDFAC OFI
1r  STANDARD DEVN.= |  ,E lo.5)
FORMAT (2OX, IMEAN REDFAC OFI
I '  STANDARD DEVN.= '  ,F lO.5)
FORUAT I${, IMEAN RXDT'AC OT'
. 2 O F  5 . 2 )
,14,  I  HlGl lEs" t  FAILS='rF lO.3,
'14,  I  HIGI IEST FALI ,S=t ,  FIO.3,
1 6 - r . 1 3 ,  I  E I G H E S T  F A L I ] S = ' , F l O . 3 ,I
I
58 I
t
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1' STANDARD EVN.- '  ,Flo.5l
2@8 F0PJi/ IATU//t  FoR AREA',r3,, , , , r3, '  cAucEs l tgRE opERATr!rc FoR 12 oRl
1,' MORE YEARSI/I IIEAN OF TEE ANNUAI] MA]TIMA ISI,F1O.5)
2OO9 FORMAT (I THE MEAN OF AREAIJ ANNUAL MAXIMA IS'?
2OII FORI.IAT V I RANT'ED IIIGHEST FAI,TS DATB YEARI/)
2OI2 FORMAT (/ /  I  GAUGEI,IT)
2013 FoRMAT U/ I  GAUGE|r lT, '  *r  12 YEAR GAUGE **r)
2014 FORI.|AT (13X. | \EAR|,2Or5)
2OI7 FORMAT (2X,FlO. S, I2X, 13, I7 )
9OOO FORMAT ( | REDMAX ETC | 
. 
3 (FIO. 5, rlo), 2I1Ol
STOP
END
